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We understand you had many choices when it came to your Physical Therapy. Thank you for 

choosing us. We appreciate that, we need your help to help you get the best result. Sign up for 

at least 1 super therapy, the more the better. What is Super Therapy and why we think you 

need it to get the best outcome? Let us explain it: 

Super Therapy is the most concentrated form of Physical Therapy. A Physical Therapist will 

spend 45 minutes with you only-that means getting you better is the only thing in their mind 

unlike regular Physical Therapy where you are one among many on the Therapist’s schedule. If 

your goal is to get better faster so you can return to work early and earn ten times the cost of 

Super Therapy or be with family pain free* then Super Therapy is the way to go. Super Therapy 

is offered in two formats in our office as elite or Teletherapy at your home, which is through the 

computer. We will be with you every step of healing. 

We prefer you to get Super Therapy in the beginning of your treatment regime as it is the best 

way for you to build rapport with your dedicated Therapist as well as for them to 100% focus on 

making you better! Super Therapy is not covered by insurance, but we have very special offer 

for you: For a very limited time we are offering 50% off for the first visit with entering the code 

SUPERTHERAPY at check out. That is only $75 for Elite or Teletherapy session normally it is 

$150! Or inform the front desk that you want to take advantage of the 50% discount available 

to you and they will take care of everything for you. You decided for us to find the root cause 

and attack it with a vengeance, now give us the best tool to take care of it for you. 

https://www.healingtouchpt.com/store/p33/Elite_1_on_1_Care.html
https://www.healingtouchpt.com/store/p75/telehealth.html

